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ROULAIRCRA~?CES!~ABLI~T 

Correlated Fatigue Data for Axrcrtft Structussl Joints 

by 

R.B. Heywood, Ph.D., M.1.Mech.E. 

Results of fstigue tests carried out at R.A.E. on typical aircraft ming 
stzuctural joints sre correlated to give an indication of general fatigue 
behaviour. The results are plotted in the form of S - Log N OWWS, snd 
theso ticate that the mode of behaviour cannot be attibuted to any single 
factor, such ns the type of aluminium alloy,. the ultimate tensile strength, 
or tke mesn stress of tix3 fatigue cycle. The detailed method of design 
undoubtedly has s predcmlnent influence on behaviour, but this qus.llty is 
not revealed by a broad classification socording to the proportzon of losd 
trammitt& at holes. 









I Introduotion 

In a prenous report by Fisher' results of fatigue tests at R.A.E. on 
a number of aircraft structursl joints were presented by mews of a table 
and an s - Log N graph. Additionsl information accumulated since the 
publication of that report has enabled a more comprehensive comparison to 
be made, sith specxal attention being psxl to the following:- 

General shspe of S - Log N curve, with sn indication *f scatter. 

Effect of method of design on fatigue behaviour, as represented by 
the proportion of load transferred at holes. 

Effect of composition of aluminium alloy. 

Effect of tensile strength of aluminimn elloy. 

The general influence of these factors is indicated in the present 
report by plotting the results of some 230 tests in graphical form (Figs.1 
to 4). 

2 Scope of Investigation 

The structural joints snd oomponcnts considered are representative of 
those used 2.n modern arrcraft lvlngs, and are of vridely differing designs. 

The results ape conflncd to the following:- 

(1) Fatigue test results on joints snd spsr booms in which a constsnt 
fntiguc loading cycle in axial tension is used throughout the 
test, so that tho conditions are representative of those on the 
tension side of a wing. 

(2) The results relate to extruded, rolled or forged slumini~m alloy 
memoem. Fadures XI sheet mnterzCi such as in skins or webs 
ore not included, as the sdditionsl parameter thereby introduced 
might increase scatter. 

3 Results 

3.1 s - Log nT Curve 

1ndividuc.i fatigue results of the joint tests ere shown in the graph 
of Fig.1, !rith the alternating stress plotted against the logarithm of the 
cycles to failure. The alternating stress is based on the suni.mum cross- 
sectional srea, which is usually but not necesssrily the section of fatigue 
failure. However for failure at on end of a specimen instead of in the 
test length, the minimum orea.at the end is used, even though the CTOSS- 

section m the test length may be of smsller srca. 

The average curve riith limits of + C$ shown in this and succeeding 
figures has been derived from formula 1) given in the Appendix. 3 Most 
of the plotted points fall xi,thin the limits bounded by the upper and lower 
CWWS, those fslling above comprising experimental jointo in which special 
measures have been taken to increase fatigue strength, and those below or 
near the lower 1x1~ by joints having unusually bad design features. 



In Fig.1 the lnalvidusl points are plotted nccording to the meen stress 
of the fatigue loading cycle, end these show that the beneficial effect 
usually sssoc~ated >Tith low mesn stress is not substantiated. However, other 
investigations have indicated that for a given alternating stress,the endurance 
is qr~?~~&~ately inversely proportional to the mean stress, As the rsnge of 
mean stress used for joints is not tide, the comparatively smsll effect.of 
this parameter 1s masked by others which have a greater lllrluenoe on the 
endurance. 

3.2 Desimo of Component 

The results shown in the graph of Fig.1 are replotted in 358.2, with the . 
individual points srrsnged to distmgwsh between the four desi.@ features:- 

(1) Single loaded hole, with the entire load trananitted by means of a 
pin or bolt. 

(2) Two or more loaded holes, so that by simple loading assumptions, 
5% or less of the load is transmitted through any given hole. 

(3) Unlosded hole, which may however be filled with a plug. 

,,(4) Failure not at a hole. 

On a numerical basis, the percentage failures due to each of the above 
0-s 1s respectively:- 

Design feature 
Number of 

fatigue failures, 
per cent 

(I) Loaded hole -lCC$load transmitted 11 

(2) Loaded hole - less thsn 5% load 
transmitted 70 

(3) Unloaded hole 11 

(4) Failure not at a hole 8 

Thus 9% of the fati,- f&lures have started from a hole, and the case 
of the losded hole III which load is shered is by far the most predominant 
cause of failure. The above percentages do not necessarily represent en 
absolute measure of fatigue strengths of the desqn features, for all features 
are not present in all speo-ns, but they probably indicate the pattern of 
failures most likely to be produced in the event of fatigue failures occ&- 
rug in aircraft. 

Piith joints having bolts XII sheer, about 7% of the failures start at 
an extreme bolt hole rather than at some lnterrradiate hole. Hence to improve 
joint efficiency, special care must be taken to avoid high load concentra- 
tions at the extreme holes. 

Failures .we,v from holes are comparatively rare, showing that few 
severe stress conoentratlons other than holes are present in aircraft jomts. 
Such failures are often due to relative movement between matzng members, so 
causing failure by fYettmg fatigue. 
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It is surprising that the fatqx strength for unloaded holes is little 
If my better than that for loaded holes which carry 0 to 5@ of the applied 
load. The explsnatlon is that abolt of‘ rivet completely filling a hole 
reduces the dxstcrtion at the hole boundary, and this w turn reduces the 
stress 
hole2. 

ooncentratlon factor, possibly to a value less than that for an open 
In addition, the fatigue strength of scnm loaded hole specimens has 

been increased by the use of anterference fit pins or by means of a high 
degree of bolt clsmping. Many of the points lying above the upper curve 
in Fig.2 represent joints which have been treated by one of these methods. 
It is *parent that sll open holes should be filled with a tqht fitting 
pin if a hotter than mragc fatigue strength is required. 

The fatigue strength of joints xn whxh the entire load is transmitted 
through a single pin or bolt 1s about the same as that for the aversgc.joint. 
Ths exceptional points shoym u1 Flg.2 representing the low fatigue strength 
of +1,500 p.s.1. at endurances in excess of 23 million cycles are not typical 
of aversge practice, because of the large sue and relative proportions of 
the specimens - 2.5 ~fl. pm dismeter, 6 in. overall width, and 4 in. thxk- 
WSSS. On the other hand, some of the other lugs show an apprcclably @eater 
fatigue strength than the average joint, and this is attributed to the use of 
an urberference fit or to the application of a high pre-load. 

3.3 Canposition of kluniniun Alloy 

The s- points arc replotted m Flg.3 to show the effect of ccmposi- 
tion of the slurmnium slloy. The results indicate that olumin!~um elloys 
with sue (D.T.D.363A and D.T.D.683) possess slightly lower fatigue strengths 
than those for alloys without zinc (D.T.D.36@, now B.S.S. L.65, D.T.D.46411, 
now B.S.S. L.63 and B.S.S. 2L.40). Thus approxunately 4% of results for 
the .aZ.loys with zz.nc lie above the aversgc curve shown, compared with 
spproxlmatcly 7% for the slloys without zinc. The explsnatlon for this 
difference ought bc attributed to the slightly greater mosn stresses 
normally used with the hlghcr strength alloys with zinc, but a correction 
for mean stress on ths lines gxven in paragraph 3.1 does not o&se these 
proportions to change by more than a few per cent. 

3.4 Tensile Strength 

The gcncrsl influence of tensile strength of the aluminium alloy is ' 
shown in the graph of Flg.4. The slternatlng stress is plotted as a I 
percentage of tcnslle strength, and points are distingushed according to . 
whether the t&sile strength is below 30 t.s.l., in the range from 30-35 
t.s.i., or above 35 t.s.i. 

In most csses the minimum speclfxatxon tensile strength of the 
material u?. used to obtm the ratlo of alternatzng stress to tensile 
strength, but 111 a very few oases where stresses could not be ascertained, 
the ratro of slternatrng load to static failvlg load of the joint 1s 
cmploycd. 

The full curve shown ~fl Flg.4 with limits of ~5% has been derived 
from formliLa (1) given 111 ths Append=, assuming a tensile strength of 
35 t.s.1. 

The general trend xn results shows t+at the fati&? strength does not 
x.ncree&e with zncreasc in tensile strength when the latter has values above 
35 t.s.1. that is, for the alloys w1t.h UC, D.T.D.363A snd D.T.D.683. 
For tensile strengths below 35 t.s.1. it IS not possible to ducrirmnate 
be+xfeen results for joints nlth tensile strengths 1~1 the rsnge from 30 to 
35 t.s.i., md those wxth strengths below 30 t.s.i. However in general, 
the advantage of a high static design stress of a joint achieved by use of 
a hgh strength material is not likewise imparted to fatzgue strength. 
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4 &rafie Curve 

An average curve based on the enelysls given in the Appendix is shown in 
Fig.5. For design purposes, of Dr. Walker's assumption 3 1s made that 2 
million cycles of an slternatlng load equal to &% of the factored load due 
to a 50 feet per set gust 1s equvelent to 30,000 flying hours for a 5g aircraft, 
then the elternntlng stress for the average design of Joint must not exceed 
+2,600 p.s. i. for this life to be achieved. This is equivalent to a design 
stress of only 35,000 p.s.1. for the 50 feet per sec,~gust case. For new cl&t 
aircraft this low stress makes it imperative that the detsll desi= of members 
from a fatigue point of view should be carefully considered and the necessary 
development work undertaken, so that fatigue strengths ten be raised above 
those for the average design end so permit the use bf greater &sign stresses. 

Representative test mean and alt&nating stresses that have been used for 
wing joints of civil wcraf't are &Iven u Table I, together T,%th typical ranges 
of endue awe. The average alternating stress is approximately 3,870 p.s.i., 
corresponding to 3,870 x 100/7$ = 51,700 p.s.i. design stress for the 50 feet 
per set gust cave; this 1s appreciably greater then the stress of 35,000 p.s.2. 
given above for a safe life of 30,000 flying hours, end 1s the fundamental 
reason why active measures have been end are being taken to modify end improve 
existing designs of aircraft joints. 

. . 

5- Fatz!.. Stress Concenixatlon Fe&or 

It is of interest to ocmpare &e fatigue stiength as obtained from the 
average joint curve with that for plain 61 uminim elloy spec-ns, see Fig.6. 
The ratio of alternating stresses for plain and jointed specimens gives the 
vsl.ue of the strength reductzon factor, and the high values so found irdioate 
the large reduoL,ion obtained by fabricating the‘materiel into the form of a 
joint. Although it appears that these values kxceed those for the theoretical 
stress concentration factor, there is actuelly no'intrinsio ducrepancy present, 
since no ellowencc is made here for, the effect of stress con&entiations on mean 
stress, or for a size effect that me,y present with plain specimens. 

6 Conolusions 

(1) The fatigue strength of typical eluminwm elloy ~trudtwel joints depends 
principtily on the detailed method of design, but not 30 much on the tensile 
strength of the material, the msen stress of the fatigue cycle, or the composi- 
tion of the eluminim alloy. For fsllure zn gives cycles, the joints of best 
design are able to sustain & alternating stress of about four times the magni- 
tude of that for joints of the worst design, but even for-the best joints the 
alternating stress is only a smell fraction (about one quarter) of that for 
polished laboratory specimens, demonstrating that considerable further Improve- 
mont should still be possible. 

(2) The single design feature causing most failwes'~ that due to a hole, 
and it is relatively unimportant whether or not there 1s load trenaference. 
The use of interference fit bolts or rivets, 
bglt, end of pre-lo3dmg sr? device 

of high clsmpmg actlpn by the 
s that can improve fatigue strength. 

. (3) The design stress for the 50 feet per set gust cese should be of the 
order of 35,000 p.s.1. if en aircraft ltie of 30,000 flymg hours is requred, 
end 1f a joint of average design IS ass-d. 
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No. Author Title, etc. 

I G'.A.l?. Fuher Dnpirical data on fatigue of aircraft structural 
joints 
RAY?, Report No. Structures 133, August, 1952 
m.15,350 

2 R.B. Heywood Cesigning by photoelastlcity 
Chapman md Hall Ltd. London 1952 (page 289)' 

3 P.B. Walker Design crlterlon for fatigue Of wings 
J. Roy. Am-on. Sm., Vo1.57, January, 1953 
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APFWTDIX 

Derxvation of Average Joint Curve 

A glance at the fatigue curves given in this report shows that the 
maj&.ty of tests have been carried out at sn alternating stress of the 
order of ~4,000 p.s.i., few at a stress of about half this value. It 1s 
believed that this limitation makes It difficult to deduce the average 
curw from the general data, and accordingly an analysis has been msile on 
selected. joints in vrh:ch the alternating stress has been varied frw one 
test to another. Results for these joints are plotted in Fig.7, using 

, logarithmic scales. For the range of stresses covered, the owves are 
prffiticslly parallel straight lines, so enabling 8n average curve for sll 
these joints to be estimated. For alternating stresses below 10,ooO p.s.i., 
the formula for the average cwxe is 

Alternating stress (p.s.i.) 2: 1500 (1 +y) 

where N is the number of cycles to I'ailure. 

This formulamay be extended to alternating stresses greater than 
10,000 p.s.i. by the elaboration, 

Alternating stress (p.s.i.) = 1500 (I cbz) (2) 

where B is a constant whose value is ascertained from behaviour under 
static loading. For example, lf it is assumed that the static failing 
stress 1s 64,000 p.s.i. end that the mean stress of interest in the fatque 
cycle is 15,000 p.s.l., then the equivalent alternating stress at static 
follure is 49,000 p.s.i. end this leads to a value of B of 1,000. 

These form&se are partwular ceaes of a generel formula that has been 
proposed by Welbul in Sweden. 
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TABLE I 

Typxsl mean md alternating stresses used 
for tests on aircraft joints 

Az.rcraft 
Material lg Mean Alternating 

spec. SLZXSS Stress Typical endurance 
Reference D.T.D. p.s.i. p.s.1.* cycles 

A 363A Ii ,000 3,100 60,000 to 300,000 

B 683 11,000 3,300 300,000 to 1,000,000 

C 363A 9,000 3,400 200,000 to 1,000,000 

D 364 14,000 3,400 500,oOtl to 700,000 

E 364 13,500 3,800 LQo,ooo to 500,000 

F 364 14,000 4,000 300,000 to 2,000,000 

G 683 12,000 4,000 70,000 to 200,000 

H 683 12,500 - 4,000 100,000 to 1,000,000 

T 363A 14,500 4,100 150,000 to lQo,ooo 

J 464 14,500 4,400 500,000 to 3,000,000 

K 464 15,000 4,500 200,000 to 3,000,000 

L 363A 12,500 4,500 400,000 to 3,000,000 

lean 12,800 3,870 260,000 to 1,340,000 

Iinimom 9,000 3,100 60,000 

iIs.x~Lim I 15,000 4,500 3,000,000 

+Corresponhng to 7$$ of factored 50 feet per set gust case. 
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